
Seismicity and Earthquakes of Nevada and western U.S.

These are the contemporary release of accumulated strain registered by Geodesy.



With stress – comes strain – and the 
ultimate and repeated failure of crustal 
rocks on faults – which in turn produce 
sound and leave both a geological and 
geomorphological signature....

The sudden displacement produces vibrations-
sound – which led to development of 
instruments and arrays to measure those sound 
to allow determination of the size and location 
of the source of the earthquakes.



With over 150 permanent station recording continuously this 
network is aimed at monitoring the largest and longest period 
seismic waves, and thus the largest earthquakes, around the 
globe.

The first global seismic network 
was developed in the 1960’s –
earthquake vibrations were 
recorded on paper and collected 
over months to years and sent to 
central facility to study particular 
earthquakes – this has morphed 
through time to real time 
recording across a network of 
more than 150 stations around 
the world...



The NEIC collects data 
through the operation 
of national and global 
networks, and through 
cooperative 
agreements. To enable 
the detection and 
location of all felt 
earthquakes with the 
U.S.

the NEIC acts as the 
National Operations 
Center of the Advanced 
National Seismic System 
(ANSS), a cooperative 
venture between the NEIC 
and the operators of the 
regional seismic networks 
across the United States.

The NEIC is the national 
data center and archive 
for earthquake 
information.

QuakeFeed – their app –
should be on your phone     
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Map View to illustrate epicenter determinationLocating earthquakes 
employs same principles as 
locating GPS receivers

Important point is that the 
accuracy of

EPICENTER
And
FOCAL DEPTH

Determinations is a function 
of how dense is the station 
spacing in the networks.

Focal depth  = sqrt (D2-D2)
X



This first plot of the global pattern of seismicity by Barazangi and Dorman dates to the 
1960s – implication-> the data provide a picture of tectonic strain release at best 
‘complete’ over the last ~50 years.... 



US Array (reference stations) – A continental-scale network (part of ANSS)
One of 3 components of ‘EARTHSCOPE’ project funded by NSF – This dates to ~2006...



US Array (Transportable stations)

400 high-quality broadband seismographs leap frogges
across the conterminous US.



CISN
California Integrated 
Seismic Network

The Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) 

records data from more than 370 seismic stations. 

Each station records seismic waves from both near 

and distant earthquakes. All the data are transmitted 

automatically to Caltech/USGS in Pasadena for 

processing and distribution of information such as 

epicenters, magnitudes, and ShakeMaps. The SCSN is 

also part of the California Integrated Seismic Network 

(CISN) that coordinates earthquake monitoring 

statewide. The symbols indicate different types of 

seismic stations.



UNR Seismo Lab ‘Nevada Seismic Network’
http://www.fdsn.org/networks/







Orange – broadband

Yellow - broadband

Black – short period

Blue – strong ground motion

University of Utah
Seismograph
Stations.
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Both little and large 
earthquakes provide ability to 
look at velocity structure of the 
crust.

Depth of MOHO – generally 
considered the boundary 
between crust and mantle. It is 
expressed as a rapid velocity 
increase and associated with a 
distinct chemical/mineralogic
change.

Also arising from Seismological Studies – Information of thickness of CRUST



Map of Crustal Thickness (Depth to Moho). Values range from 30 to 50 km. Blue is 
thicker, Red is thinner.
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Sierra Nevada



Older version of Previous with less resolution but displays broad scale features.

Map of Crustal Thickness (Depth to Moho). Values range from 30 to 50 km. Blue is 
thicker, Red is thinner.





Beneath the Sierra Nevada

Absence of a root in southern



While Crust is ‘thin’ in 
Basin and Range –
Elevations are high



The crust may be thin – but elevation of Basin 
and Range is High!



The high topography of 
the Basin and Range is 
not smooth – Between 
theWasatch and Sierra 
generally composed of 
northeast trending 
ranges and valleys

Valleys on average rest 
at about 1500m (4500 
ft) and highest ranges 
exceed 3000 m 
(~10,000 ft)

?s -> when and how did 
B&R get high and when 
was topography created

Topography is not same 
as Relief...



Western US 
seismicity is 
imprinted upon 
a system of 
active faults –
the black lines.

An ‘active’ fault 
is loosely 
considered a 
fault that breaks 
Quaternary 
deposits or 
rocks – with the 
most active 
being recorded 
in offset and 
deformation of 
Holocene rocks

Repeated 
occurrence of 
displacement 
lead to distinct 
and readily 
recognized 
morphology



The idea of a ‘fault’ – quite simple – generally two types in western US.

The first - Strike-slip - where a block of the earth’s crust slide sideways with respect to block 
on other side.

A second - Normal- where on one side of the fault the earth moves up - and down on the 
other. 

~10-15 km

0 km

~10-15 km

0 km



Normal Faults



Take a piece of generally flat 
ground

Consider what happens when a normal fault interacts with surface 
during the course of repeated earthquake displacements....



Let the fault slip…

And produce a scarp…



Now what happens… say, if 
it rains…..



We get a little 
erosion….incision of the 
scarp



More rain - more 
incision -



And development of small 
drainage basins…

And then maybe another 
earthquake…



And the streams no 
longer have their 
longitudinal profile - they 
are out of grade…

So more erosion and 
incision on the hanging 
wall…





And the 
process 
continues

Until another earthquake 
rejuvenates things 
again…



The mountain goes ‘up’ 
- the incision cuts into it



More incision - the 
drainage basins will 
grow…



Until the ridges are 
sharp and the scarp 
appears as a number of
triangles…

Then maybe another 
earthquake…



And a mountain front 
bounded by an ‘active’ fault 
will show

Triangular facets…

Oversteepening of the base of the 
scarp - the last earthquake or 2… ‘Wineglass Canyons



View westward across Smith Valley to Pine Nuts…

The mountain range like all others in Nevada is the result of many 
earthquakes through time….



View north toward Topaz Lake

Next slide











Normal Faults

Strike Slip and 
Normal Faults

Strike-slip



Morphology- shape
Geomorphology - processes that shape earth surface

Consider relatively smooth sloping surface



Introduce a fault and some streams flowing down the surface



Let earth slip laterally (horizontally) across the fault - an 
earthquake



and again.. another earthquake

Scarp - abrupt change in topography….



and then maybe a bigger than usual rain…



and then let earth slip some more laterally…



and then think about the water table too…



What are we left with? How has shape changed?

Offset active streams

‘beheaded’ or abandoned
channels

Scarps that ‘face’ both
uphill and downhillSmall lakes (sag 

ponds) and 
springs



Now - let’s suppose that there is also some vertical 
displacement - and recall idea of base-level and 
longitudinal stream profiles….



The displacement makes only scarps that face one-way in the 
downhill direction



Now we add a little more rain -
and what happens above the 
scarp?



And let things slip again in an earthquake (or two- or 
three…



And let time pass and the processes that go with it -
more rain and erosion….



and more time…



And then maybe a bigger than usual storm….

Then what are we left with?



Terrain above the fault that is incised by streams where it has 
been lifted out of ‘grade.

Scarps that tend to ‘face’ downhill

Abandoned 
channels



Let’s start again - but let downhill 
side move up..



Now all scarps ‘face’ uphill…



Let it slip even more …. What’s gonna happen…



Water cannot flow past the scarp - streams on 
downhill side now abandoned….



Water from all streams begins to flow 
along the scarp



And with erosion of the uphill facing scarp the 
water begans to carve out a channel following 
the fault line….

Long linear
ridge





A morphologic and 
physiographic expression 
quite different from Basin and 
Range normal faulting

















So that’s 
where the
black lines
come
from....
























